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Incentives for Information Acquisition

Abstract

This paper examines necessary conditions for a demand for new informa-

tion to exist. In this one-period model, investors are homogeneous, have

logarithmic utility, and must decide on information acquisition before trad-

ing starts, and without knowing what other investors will do. We examine

the decision problems under scenarios defined by whether information is cost-

less or costly to acquire, whether aggregate consumption is endogeneous or

exogeneously given, and whether investors can or cannot costlessly cooperate.

In all cases a demand for new information exists as all investors decide to

acquire provided the price is below endogeneously determined bounds.



Incentives for Information Acquisition

1.0 Introduction

In equilibrium, information does not "fall from Heaven." Unless

investors have an incentive to acquire new information no one will produce it,

and therefore, security prices cannot reveal it.

The following example may clarify the information problem we are model-

ling. A brokerage firm does not ask its customers, "Do you wish to buy the

information that we expect Firm X's next quarter earnings will be up 10%?"

Instead, it asks, "Will you pay us to research Firm X's future earnings?"

We develop a one-period model which enables us to examine an investor's

incentive for acquiring new information. That is, we are interested in neces-

sary conditions for a demand for costly information to exist. Our investor is

one of many, all of whom are homogeneous in their endowments and have

logarithmic utility functions. Homogeneous endowments leads to clear cut

results. Logarithmic utility simplifies the mathematics without loss of

generality with respect to the hyperbolic absolute risk aversion (HARA) class

of utility functions.

Before trading in the securities market, each investor must first decide

whether or not to buy new information from the information market. The

investor knows that all other investors face the same decision, but does not

know what the others will do. We require this assumption in order to have a

decision problem and to derive a simultaneous equilibrium in both the capital

and the information market. The capital market equilibrium that investors

take as their reference point before deciding on information acquisition is a

partial one—it will represent the full equilibrium if and only if no investor

acquires new information.
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Investors ultimately choose between two rational expectations equilibria:

the benchmark, in which prices will reveal only prior (i.e., existing) infor-

mation if all choose not to acquire, and an alternative in which prices will

reveal information which does not yet exist, and which will not come into exis-

tence unless some investors decide to acquire it. They do so after comparing

these equilibria with some notional others which involve heterogeneous

expectations.

It is the introduction of potentially heterogeneous beliefs which drives

our results. We examine the effect on the decision to acquire new information

under scenarios defined by whether information is costless or costly to

acquire, whether aggregate consumption is endogeneous or exogeneously given,

and whether investors can or cannot costlessly cooperate. Cooperation between

the informed and the uninformed investors means that they are costlessly able

to enter into binding contracts with respect to the financial consequences of

the information acquisition decision. In a market without cooperation all

investors are assumed to act anonymously.

Under our scenarios, all investors acquire the new information, provided

the price the information market charges is below endogeneously determined

positive upper bounds. Thus there is a demand for costly information. One

possibly unexpected result is that if cooperation is impossible and aggregate

consumption is exogenously given, all investors will acquire costly informa-

tion, even though each would be better off if no investor would acquire it.

The investors are aware that if they all refuse to purchase information

and sit on their endowments, they will wind up at the Pareto efficient point

at which they begin. If we remove the assumption that investors must go to

market, then in this case they would not go, and there would be no demand for

information. However, we can replace the assumption with conditions on the
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investors1 initial endowments. These have the effect of ensuring that all

investors will have identical portfolios in equilibrium, but face utility

gains from trading securities. Our results then again go through.

While all investors would be better off if none bought information, as

long as the information price is low enough the utility gains from trade equal

or exceed the utility loss from acquisition. In this situation of fixed aggre-

gate consumption, no cooperation, and costly information, information acquisi-

tion represents a purchase of insurance against being exploited by insiders

and/or a chance to exploit outsiders while engaging in portfolio adjustment.

When we introduce production, the bounds on the information price change,

but the investors' decisions to acquire remain unchanged. In this case we use

the gains from production rather than those from trade to bring investors to

market. Furthermore, regardless of the exogeneity or endogeneity of aggre-

gate consumption, all investors have an incentive to cooperate when that is

possible because doing so enables them to win against the information seller,

or nature.

The problem of the information acquisition decision and the related ques-

tion of the value of information are well-known in decision theory. JThe main

underlying assumption in Savage [1972] and Hirshleifer and Riley [1979] is

that information acquisition does not affect securities' prices. Costless in-
^ ~ ^ . — . ^ _ _j

formation acquisition together with unchanging market prices for securities

imply an opportunity set unaffected by information acquisition. Then it cannot

be disadvantageous to an investor to acquire information. Although possessing

new information, the investor still has the option of realizing his prior

investment-consumption decision. This result holds whatever other investors

decide to do.
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Hirshleifer [1971] and Hakansson, Kunkel, and Ohlson [1982] have developed

models which include price changes. These changes can destroy an investor's

incentive to acquire information. The effect on incentives depends on the

effect of new information on all investors' prior beliefs. With homoge-

neous prior and posterior beliefs, identical endowments, and given aggregate

claims, for example, information acquisition does not change the distribution

of claims. When one constrains all investors to act identically, no investor

has an incentive to acquire the information [Wahl 1983].

The rational expectations literature also addresses the issue of informa-

tion acquisition. In Hellwig [1982], information acquisition precedes trading.

Thus, uninformed investors can infer new information from prices, but only

with a lag. However, in our model, each investor must decide whether or not

to acquire information before trading begins. This approach enables us to

determine conditions for simultaneous equilibrium in the capital and the in-

formation market. Hence, we avoid the Grossman and Stiglitz [1980] paradox.

In their paper, the investor's alternatives are to acquire information, or

to observe prices which reveal it. In our approach, prices do not reveal new

information unless investors first decide to acquire it and, therefore, it is

produced.

Section 2 establishes the model, how investors evaluate new information,

and the definition of a stable acquisition decision. Section 3 examines the

implications of the model for acquisition decisions under the scenarios just

outlined above. Section A is a summary and conclusion.

2.0 A model of information acquisition

We begin by establishing the economic setting. Next, we determine how in-

vestors will assess the value of new information. We close the section with a
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definition of a condition under which all investors will choose to acquire new

information before the securities market opens.

2.1 Assumptions, definitions, and foundations

We start with the following assumptions:

A.I. The capital market is competitive, complete, and perfect up to a

nonnegative information price.

We assume a complete capital market to exclude any allocational

inefficiency.

A. 2. The exogeneous information market offers information at the same

price to every investor. The information seller does not trade in the capital

market and no investor acts as an information seller. The information seller

knows the investors' demand functions and is risk averse to such a degree that

he will not produce information unless he can recover his marginal cost of

production for sure. Each investor has to decide whether or not to purchase

information before the capital market opens.

A.3. The state space is countable and exogeneously given.

A.4. Every investor is a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility maximizer who

optimizes the investment-consumption decision at time (9. The state-

independent utility function, U, is time-additive logarithmic in consumption

with constant proportional risk aversion (CPRA):

U = P0 In Cgj + P l In C r (1)

p = parameter of the utility function at time t (t = 0,1;

Pg, + p = 1, without loss of generality),

C H consumption at time t (t = 0,1).

The expected utility of consumption is:

E[U] = p 0 In C0(0) + P l Zs f(s) In C ^ s ) , (2)
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E[*] = expectation operator and the tilde denotes state-dependence,

(0) = state at time 0, which occurs with probability 1,

E g = denotes the sum over the s (s = 1,2,...,S) mutually

exclusive states at time 1,

(s) = state s at time 1 (s = 1,2,...S),

f(s) = the investor's prior probability belief of the occurrence of state

s (s = 1,2,...S).

We use logarithmic utility for the following reasons. First, while mathe-

matically relatively tractable, the results derived below on the basis of the

assumption hold for all HARA class utility functions. Second, the available

empirical evidence points towards constant proportional risk aversion (CPRA)

over wide ranges in wealth (Friend and Blurae 1975). While the evidence sug-

gests a coefficient of relative risk aversion greater than that for logarithmic

utility, our assumption keeps us within the CPRA class. Finally, Rubinstein

(1977) has demonstrated the power of the assumption of logarithmic utility for

financial economics.

A. 5. Investors are identical in their initial endowments and in the

parameters p of their utility functions (t = 0,1).

Let i (i = 1,2,...,I) denote the investor index, I the number of in-

vestors in the market, and C endowment in consumption claims. Then:

S i ( 0 ) = S)l(0) = (1/I) Ji Si ( 8 > ) = (1/I) C0m(iZ)) (i = 1.2,...,I), (3)

•Cu(s) -"C n(s) = (1/D Z± "Cu(s) = (I/I) Clm(s) (i = 1,2,... ,1; s = 1,2,... ,S

Every investor therefore shares (I/I) of the aggregate initial endowment in

consumption claims, C^ (0) and C. (s). Maximizing E[U.] with respect to C^.(0)

and C..(s) subject to the initial endowments (L.(0) and C .(s) (s = 1,2,...,S),

gives the optimal investment-consumption decision.

Market equilibrium requires (a) an optimal investment-consumption deci-

sion by every investor, and (b) fulfillment of the clearing condition in every
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state, i.e., E. C .(•) = C (•) (t=0,l). Henceforth, we omit the time
l ti tm

index t and the other indexes when they are superfluous for understanding.

Differentiating between exogeneous aggregate consumption (= without

production), and endogenous aggregate consumption (= with production), will

lead to interesting results. Therefore assume first:

A.6a. The aggregate consumption in every state, i.e., C (0) and C (s)

(s = 1,2 S), is exogenously given.

Lemma 1: Under assumptions A.I. to A.6a, the equilibrium sharing rule in

consumption claims is:

f.(s)
C±(0) = (I/I) Cm(0), C^s) = (I/I) -^JJ Cm(s) (4)

m

(i = 1,2,...,1; s = 1,2,...,S)

1
and f (s) = — E . f.(s) (s = 1,2,...,S).

m 1 1 1

We will call f (•) the probability belief of the market, or the market
m

forecast as it exhibits all the properties of a probability measure.

Proof: a). Eq. (3) shows that every investor possesses (I/I) of the corre-

sponding aggregate consumption claims. Identical investors have no reason to

change this endowment which meets the market clearing conditions.

b). Suppose that at least two investors differ in their probability

assessment of at least two states of nature. Under assumptions A.I to A. 5, the

Lagrangean procedure gives investor i's demand function for contingent consump-

tion claims in state s:

Ci(s) = P l W(0) f1(s)/ir(s) (s = 1,2,....S)

where W(0) = initial wealth of every investor, and ir(s) = contingent price

of a $1 payoff if and only if state s occurs, and IT(0) = l« Aggregating the

demand functions and inserting the result in investor i's demand function gives

Eq. (4). ***
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The aggregate consumption in every state is endogenous if the market as a

whole can optimize consumption intertemporally. Therefore, to close the with-

production model we make the following assumption:

A.6b. The risk-free marginal productivity of capital, P_ > - 1, is exo-

genously given by technology.

This implies that only risk-free production is variable. Risky produc-

tion remains unchanged. Assumption A.6b implies the following market clearing

conditions:

Z± Ct(0) = Cm(0) = (l-d)Cm(0) (d<l),

E, C,(s) = C'(s) = [l+6(s)d]C (s) (s = 1,2,...,S), (5)
l l m m

C'(#) = optimal aggregate consumption in the corresponding state,

d = coefficient of production change,

B(s) = (1+R^C (0)/C (s) (s = 1,2,...,S).
r m m

One may interpret C (•) as a preliminary production plan for the economy

which can be chosen arbitrarily as long as C (•) > 0. The following implica-

tion of (5) clarifies the meaning of d:

Cm(s) - Cm(s) = Cm(0)d(l+RF). (6)

That is, a positive (negative) d means that the preliminary aggregate consump-

tion in state 0 is reduced by C (0)d and that the preliminary aggregate

consumption in all states s is augmented (reduced) by the same amount, times

one plus the risk-free rate. The optimal d is given by

1 = Pl Eg fjs) J L ^ . (7)

Proof: Max Z = p. In C(0) + p, E f (s) In C'(s) subject to Eq. (5)
— — <j 0 m I s m m

[Wahl 1983]. ***

Lemma 3: Under assumptions A.I to A.5, and A.6b, the equilibrium sharing

rule in consumption claims is:
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C (0) = 4 (l-d)C (0),
l i m

1 f i ( s )

' C±(s) - Y f ( s ) [l+B(s)d]Cm(s) (i = 1,2,...,!; s = 1,2,... ,S). (8)
m

Proof: Lemma 3 follows immediately from Lemma 1 and the market clearing

conditions (5). ***

As before, let i;(s) denote the price of a $1 contingent payoff in state

s , and Tr ( 0 ) = 1.

Lemma 4: Under assumptions A.I to A.5, and A.6b, the equilibrium

state-contingent price is:

Pl(l-d)Cm(0)

m

Proof: An equilibium must exhibit

ir(s) m 8E[U] 3C(0)

IT(0) 3 C ( S ) 3E[U]

l m
f m ( s )

 P r t[l+g(s)d]C (s) ( S = l>2"-"^'
v m

P l f(s)C(s)-l
-. for every investor. Substi
1

tuting in (8) gives (9). ***

With exogenously given aggregate consumption, i.e., d = 0, and homo-

geneous beliefs, i.e., fm(s) = fi(s) for all i, Lemma 4 implies the well-

known result:

P. C (0)
ir(s) = f(s) - ^ — 2 (s = 1,2,... ,S).

P0 C m ( s )

To obtain "improved" probability beliefs every investor may buy informa-

tion in the information market. Let e denote a specific information event and

E be the countable set of mutually exclusive information events (e = 1,2,..«,E).
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Buying information means that the investor pays a price p > 0 for a draw from

this set. That is, the investor does not know for sure what the content of

the "news" he receives will be.

A. 7. Every investor knows the likelihood of observing information event e

if state s were to occur, f(e|s) (e = 1,2,...,E; s = 1,2,...,S).

Using A.4 and A.7 and Bayes' rule, it follows that every investor knows

his posterior probability belief, f(s|e) « f(e|s)f(s) for all e and s.

New information will in general change state-contingent prices in equili-

brium. This implies that the investor's initial wealth W(0) will depend on

the information event that occurs, denoted by W(0|er) (e = l,2,...,E). The

information price p causes a utility loss, K, because acquiring the informa-

tion changes the investor's wealth to W(0|e) - p > 0.

Lemma 5: K = -Ee f(e) ln(1 - w (0-| e ) ) > 0. (10)

Proof: Under assumptions A.I to A.4 and A.7, X(e) = 1/W(0|e), where X(e)

denotes the Lagrangean multiplier if event e occurs, and the conditional

marginal utility loss by information acquisition is pX(e) = p/W(0|e).

The latter expression is the linear approximation of -ln[l-p/W(0|e)], if

0 <£ p < W(0|e) for all e. Ex ante, one must take the expectation to adjust

for all possible information events, whereby f(e) = E f(e|s)f(s). ***

2.2. The evaluation of new information

We follow the tradition in decision theory and evaluate information

acquisition by the corresponding ex ante change in expected utility, A.

, Proposition 1: Under assumptions A.I to A.5, A.6b and A.7,

A = F + P - K , (11)

f(s|e)/fm(s|e)

where F = px Eg f(e) E g f(s|e) In f ( s ) / f ( s ) »
m
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which we will call the forecast effect,

, l+6(s)d(e)l-d(e}f(e) ln W 1 + Pl le f(e)l le f ( e ) Zs f<sle> l+6(s)d >

which we will call the production effect, and

K = - E e f(e) ln (1 - . * ) > 0,
p0

1[l-d(e)]C(0)

which we will call the information cost.

Proof: a). First note that initial endowments and therefore (preliminary)

aggregate consumption does not depend on information acquisition.

b). Also note that in the new-information equilibrium the prices of state-

contingent claims, ir(s|e), are independent of the information price p for all

s and e [Wahl 1983, pp. 133 and 157], This is a consequence of the fact that

with logarithmic utility, the information expense does not affect the marginal

rate of substitution of optimal aggregate consumption between all pairs of

states. Then W(0|e) = C(0|e) + E ir(s |e)C(s |e)

s
= (p0I)"

1[l-d(e)]Cm(0) (12)

= p [ l - d ( e

by using Eqs. (3), (8) and (9), properly adjusted for information event e,

c). Using Eqs. (2), (8), (10) and (12), it follows ex ante that

f(e) ln T ? J r + p i z e f ( e ) h f(s'e)

f(e) ln ( l ^ }

*/ x ^ «/ i N , r f ( s | e ) / f m ( s | e ) l + g ( s ) d ( e )
f ( e ) Eg f ( s | e ) In ( f ( e ) / f m ( s ) l H-B(s)d

+ Ee f (e) ln ( 1 - = ) . ***
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Proposition 1 is the key to this article. Different assumptions will

specify the sign of A by specifying the signs of the production and forecast

effects. The information cost is nonnegative, and zero if and only if the

information price is zero.

2.3 A definition of a stable information acquisition decision

We define the informed investor as one who trades using posterior beliefs

after having acquired information. The uninformed investor is one who does not

acquire information and therefore trades using prior beliefs. The ex ante

change in an investor's expected utility from acquiring information depends on

whether other investors do or do not decide to buy information. There will

also be an ex ante change in the expected utility of an uninformed investor if

some other investor should buy information.

Let A I denote the ex ante change in expected utility of each of

those investors (insiders) who acquire information, subject to the condition

that some or all others do not. Similarly, A_i is the ex ante change in
cl I 3

the expected utility of individual outsiders, those who do not acquire informa-

tion, given that there are investors who do. Thus informed investors have made

the decision "a", and uninformed investors the decision "a". Note that all

insiders are informed, but informed investors are not necessarily insiders.

When all investors acquire (do not acquire) there are no insiders (outsiders).

Definition: A stable acquisition decision is defined by the following

vector ranking:

(13)

in which "Y' means that at least one inequality holds. Note that A_i_ = 0

because when no investor acquires information there is no change from the

benchmark of the market equilibrium under prior probability beliefs.
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The definition simply means that the decision to acquire dominates the

decision not to aquire. Therefore the decision "a" is stable [see Cornell and

Roll 1981, p. 202, and the references cited therein].

Each individual for whom the ranking in (13) holds will surely acquire

because he will always be better off no matter what the other investors do.

That is, each investor's decision is independent of the magnitude of the pro-

bability that others acquire. As we shall demonstrate, the standard assumption

set we have used implies a stable acquisition decision for all investors.

3.0 The information acquisition decision

In order to simplify the paper, we make the following common assumption:

A.8. All investors share the same information at time 0, and all are

identical in their information processing abilities.

Assumption A.8 yields two implications. First, it gives the traditional

assumption of homogeneous prior beliefs, i.e., f. (s) = f (s) for all s and i.

Every individual's forecast is identical with the market forecast before any

individual acquires new information. Second, A.8 implies that for homogeneous

posterior beliefs to obtain, i.e., f.(s|e) = f (s|e) for all i, s, and e, it

is necessary and sufficient that all individuals acquire the information. If

only some investors are informed, A.8 implies

Lemma 6: Let a = I /I with I being the number of acquiring investors
" • 3. 3.

[a e (0,1)]. Then the probabilities fit one of the following inequalities:

f(s|e) > fm(s|e) > f(s)

or (14)

f(s|e) < fm(s|e) < f(s) (s = 1,2,...,S; e = 1,2,...,E).

Proof: Eq. (4) shows f (s|e) = ^ I. f.(s|e) = a f(s|e) + (l-a)f(s)
— — — — in i l l ^

under A.8. But with a E (0,1), f (s|e) must be between f(s|e) and f(s) for

all s and e. ***
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While Lemma 6 requires the absence of any price signal to outsiders, the

fact that the acquisition decision precedes trading guarantees this absence.

The Lemma also shows that if not all investors are informed, the informed will

never push the market prices of the state-contingent claims to the levels they

would reach if all investors were informed. Those levels are unreachable

because investors are risk-averse and limit their portfolio changes.

Finally, we introduce an assumption often implicit in other models. We

make it explicit because doing so leads to interesting results, especially

when we remove it.

A.9. All investors must go to the securities market and enter their

reservation prices based on their information.

This assumption is irrelevant in all but one of our cases, but in that

one it is crucial. However, noticing where it binds and the other assumptions

on investors' endowments with which one can replace it provides some insights.

In the sections below we discuss the implications of the model under

several situations given by 1) the presence or'absence of production, 2) the

presence or absence of cooperation, and 3) the presence of costless (p=0) or

costly (p>0) information.

3.1 Without production and without cooperation

We begin by considering the situation when new information is costless.

Proposition 2: Assume A.I to A.5, A.6a, A.7, A.8, and p = 0.

With exogenous aggregate consumption and costless information acquisition,

the ex ante change in an investor's expected utility is

a) positive (negative) for insiders (outsiders), i.e.,

Aa|3>0 ( Aa|a < 0 )'

b) greater for being one of the informed when all are informed (homogene-

ous posterior beliefs) than for being an outsider, i.e., A i >A__i .
3 13. 3 13
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Proof: No production and costless information imply P = 0 because d = d(e) = 0

for all e, and K = 0 because p = 0. Then using Eq. (11) with assumption A.8,

it follows that

a'1} A a | a = F a | a E Pl K f(e) *s f ( s l e ) ln
f(s e)

e)
> 0

by Jensen's inequality. A i__ is strictly positive because of
a a

Eq. (14).

a. 2) A_, = F_, = p,
a a a a 1

f(s)

f

f(e) {Eg[f(s|e) - fm(s|e)] In
 m

a a
F I = p. ln 1 = 0 because f.(s|e) .= f (s|e) for all i, e, s. ***
3 I 3 X 1 Hi

m

fm(s|e)

s m f(s)

because the first summand in the brackets is positive by Eq. (14),

and the second is also positive by Jensen's inequality;

b) A

With Proposition 2, Eq. (13) holds. This immediately results in

Theorem 1: Under the assumptions of Proposition 2, the decision to ac-

quire new information is stable. Every investor has an incentive to acquire

new information.

To illuminate Theorem 1, let us examine the decisions of investors j and

k, both having to decide independently whether or not to acquire new informa-

tion. The signs of the ex ante changes in expected utilities are shown in the

following table. For instance, (+,-) represents the pair of the signs of

for j and V for k.

Table 1

a

a

a

(0,0)

<-.•>

a

e.->

(0,0)
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Clearly the decision to' acquire dominates that of not acquiring informa-

tion and all will acquire. Note that if all acquire, none will have an advant-

age. Thus, if it were not for the possibility that some investors might not

acquire, the result would not be that all would acquire. Instead, all

investors would be indifferent between acquiring and not acquiring. However,

the consequences for any investor j in the event that some investor k might

not acquire information when j does, produces the requisite incentive. This

result is independent of the probability, from the viewpoint of investor j,

that any other investors may or may not acquire.

Suppose now that the price of new information is strictly positive (p>0),

because the information is costly to produce.

Let p° and p* be break-even prices of new information such that

A i_ (p=p°) = 0 and A i (p=p*) = A_i (p=p*). Then we have
a. I 3 3 3 3 13

Lemma 7: Assume the assumption set of Proposition 2. Then

a) A i_ > 0 if and only if p < p° = p~ C(0)(l-e a l a ) ;
31 a — — j)

b) Aa|a I A^|a if and only if p < p* = p~
1^(0)(l-e ^ l a ) . (15)a| a I A^|a if and only if p < p = p^(0)(l-

Proof: The results follow from Eq. (11) taking into account that without pro-

duction d = d(e) = 0 for all e and A oi_ = F i_ - K(p=p°) for a) above,
3 13 3 13

and Aa|a = -K(p=p*) = f^& = A^.|a (p-p*) for b). ***

Lemma 8: Let c>0 be the marginal cost of producing the information. Then

with A.2, it follows:

0 < c £ pla implies p £ Min{p°, p*|p° ^ p*}. (16)

Proof: Suppose that either p° < p and p > p° or that p < p° and p > p

In both cases the price p may result in no investors acquiring information.

If p > Max{p ,p |p ^p }, then clearly no investor will acquire information;
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if p is between p° and p , investors will not know what to do ex ante and so

it is possible that none will acquire. Therefore, because the information

seller faces a risk that he may not recover his production cost, he will not

produce the information. This contradicts p>0. ***

We are now ready to examine the effect of costly information on the

investor's acquisition decision.

Proposition 3: Assume Ail to A.5, A.6a, and A.7 to A.9. With exogenously

given aggregate consumption and a positive information price, the ex ante

change in an investor's expected utility is

a) nonnegative for insiders, i.e., A i_ > 0,

a I â  —

b) not smaller for being one of the informed when all are informed than

for being an outsider, i.e., A i > A_i .
3 13 ~~ 3 13

Proof: Combining Lemmata 7 and 8 [Eqs. (15) and (16)], one can deduce that if

p < Min{p°, p |p° ̂  p }, this implies that { p < p ° < p } o r { p < p < p°}.

This in turn implies that either

{A a| T> 0 and A a ) a > A_|a>, or

{A a | i r> 0 and A a | a ± A ^ } . ***
With Proposition 3, Eq. (13) holds. This immediately results in

Theorem 2: Under the assumptions of Proposition 3, the decision to ac-

quire new information is stable.

Theorem 2 shows that utility maximizing investors have an incentive to

acquire new information, even when each of them will bear a utility loss ex

ante. Note that Aa|a = -K < 0.

The problem facing each investor is how to minimize his losses. The

underlying assumption set and Lemma 8 imply that for the information market

to exist with certainty it is necessary for the information seller to set a

price such that for every investor it is less expensive to lose wealth to the

information seller than to insiders because of the decision to remain an
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outsider. One can infer that in equilibrium information would not be produced

for which the production cost would result in an information cost exceeding

the expected utility loss to an investor from being an outsider or the gain

from being an insider, whichever is less.

This result depends crucially on Assumption 9, that investors must go to

the securities market. If we remove that assumption, then no investor would

buy new information and all investors would refuse to go market and simply

stay with their endowments. This points out the importance for equilibrium

models of realizing that when one assumes that markets exist, one is assuming

that participants have some reason to go to market, or at least not to avoid

it. Thus a necessary condition for the existence of the information market is

the existence of a securities market.

Though removing Assumption 9, we can provide for the existence of a secu-

rities market by imposing the following conditions on investors' endowments.

A.5'. Investors can be separated into two groups such that all investors

in the same group have identical endowments. These endowments are determin-

istic but intertemporally different, and meet the two sets of conditions:

_ _ _ _ i

P0qj0 + p l q j l = P0qk0 + P l q kl = I ' a n d

_ P 0 _ P 1 _ P 0 _ P 1
q i q i = qk qkJ0 J l *0 k l

where q e(0,l) and q e(0,l) are group representative investor j's and k's

endowments as fractions of state contingent aggregate consumption for time t

(t = 0,1).

The first set of conditions gives investors an incentive to trade, and

means that in equilibrium all investors will hold identical fractions of

aggregate consumption. Thus we ensure that all investors will have an

incentive to go to the securities market and will not differ in wealth.
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. The second condition results in the price equivalent of the utility of

trade in securities being the same for all investors. The two conditions

together assure that all investors will make the same decision when faced with

the same information price.

Note that one of the conditions in the first set in A.5' is redundant

because the weighted sum of representative endowments is 1, the weights being

the number of investors in each group. Furthermore, the economically meaning-

ful solutions of the equations restrict the region of the parameters p .

Lemma 8': Let c > 0 be the marginal cost of producing the information.

Then with A.2 and without A.9, it follows:

0 < c < pi implies p < Min{p+, Min(p°,p*|p°*p*)}

where p+ is the price equivalent of the utility of trading.

Proof: a) Using the conditions of A.5' and the logarithmic utility function

(1), investor i's utility gain from trade becomes £n(y) - (p̂ Jtnq".. + p Jtnq )

for q e(0,l). This difference is strictly positive due to the rela-

tionship between the arithmetic and geometric means of nonnegative real num-

bers. Define p = — /q.^1 q.*, and it also follows that p. = p for all i.

1 1 / X0 Xt L 1

b) Suppose that p + < p < Min{p°,p*|po*p*}.

Then all investors would prefer to refuse to trade, and would not purchase the

+ r O * i O *i
information. This contradicts p > 0. If p > Min{p ,p |p *p } then

Lemma 8 applies. ***

We are now ready for a revised Proposition 3 and Theorem 2.

Proposition 3': Assume A.I to A.5', A.6a, A.7 and A.8. With exogenously

given aggregate consumption, investors having a utility gain from trade, and a

positive information price, the ex ante change in an investor's utility is

a) nonnegative for insiders, i.e., A i_ > 0, and

a I a —
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b) not smaller for being one of the informed when all are informed than

for being an outsider, i.e., A i £ &_.i .

Proof: p < Min{p ,Min(p°,p |p°*p )} implies adding and subtracting a

positive constant to A. Hence the proof of Proposition 3 holds.

With Proposition 3', Eq. 13 holds. This gives us

Theorem 2': Under the assumptions of Proposition 3', the decision to

acquire new information is stable.

Theorem 2' shows that utility maximizing investors have an incentive to

acquire new information even when all would be better off by not acquiring it

if the utility gain from trading is at least as great as the utility loss from

acquisition. That is, the investor will acquire new information when this

gain from going to market is at least as great as the cost of insuring that

he is (not) at an informational (dis)advantage vis-a-vis other investors. In

equilibrium then, information would not be produced for which the production

cost would result in an information cost exceeding the least of the utility

of trading in securities to achieve an optimal portfolio, the expected utility

loss to being an outsider, or the gain from being an insider.

We now drop assumption A.5' and restore A.5, i.e., identical initial

endowments. For the remainder of the paper the requirement that investors

must go to the securities market is unnecessary.

3.2 Without production but with cooperation

In the absence of cooperation, every investor is driven to acquire new

information by the desire to avoid the utility loss caused by redistributing

consumption claims, even with costly information and gains from trading. With

cooperation, investors can avoid the utility loss. That is, they can make

agreements before acquiring information to undo any redistribution of consump-

tion claims which would result from trading after acquisition. Because with
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cooperation there is no cost (gain) in being an outsider (insider), investors

would be unwilling to pay anything for information. Hence, no strictly posi-

tive information price is sustainable in equilibrium. A strictly positive

information price would result in the decision not to acquire information

dominating the decision to acquire it. Therefore, we have

Theorem 3: In the absence of production and with costly information, the

information market can only exist if cooperation too is costly.

Information which cannot change aggregate consumption, for instance by

affecting its intertemporal allocation, but which serves only to redistribute

consumption claims among investors in each state of nature will command a zero

price when investors can cooperate costlessly. This is consistent with the

position in Hirshleifer [1971]. In the next sections we turn to the question

of the impact of the existence of production, i.e., utility gains from inter-

temporal allocation of aggregate consumption, on the maximum information price

and the acquisition decision.

3.3 With production and without cooperation

Suppose p = 0, i.e., new information is costless. The following lemma

gives the sign of the production effect, P.

Lemma 9: Let Y, N represent both cases, P i and P_i . Then P, . > 0. (17)
"* •• • \ * / a i a a i a \ * /

Proof: Define P = pa ln(l-d) + P E f(s)ln[l+g(s)dj, with d being the

9 2 Zsolution of Eq. (7) (see Lemma 2). Because
3d

< 0, P = Z

P is convex in the prior probability beliefs f(s) (s = 1,2,...,S), i.e.,

,max

D > 0.

The calculation is simplified by following a two-step procedure. First, cal-

culate d^p with respect to d and f(s) (s = 1,2,...,S), ignoring for the moment

the fact that d is a function of the probabilities. Second, calculate the
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implicit derivative of Eq. (7), dd, and insert this in the result of the first

step. Then

> ' 2

TO
d2P = p2 > 0. (18)

P0 + P E f(s)[_Bl£)_]2
(1-d)2 l s 1+6(s)d

Because E f(e)f(s|e) = f(s) and by using the definition of the market fore-

cast in Lemma 6, E f(e)f (s|e) = E f(e)[of(s|e)+(l-a)f(s)] = f(s)

e m e

(s = 1,2,...,S), the convexity of P implies

Pa|a =" Ee f ( e ) Pa|a ( e ) " Pa|a > °» a n d

*V|a s Ze f<e> K\Le) ~K\a> °' ***
This leads to

Lemma 10: P i > P_i = P i_ . (19)
a|a a|a a|a

Proof: Combine the convexity of P in the prior market forecast in Lemma 9 with

the relative "spreading" of the posterior market forecast in Lemma 6. Then the

inequality follows because E f(e)f(s|e) = E f(e)f (s|e) = f(s), for all

s. The equality follows because the market forecast is the same for insiders

and outsiders. ***

Lemma 10 reveals that the greater the number of investors who are in-

formed, the greater is the ex ante utility gain from production for both in-

siders and outsiders. The individual production effect is greatest with homo-

geneous posterior beliefs, for then the change in the prices of the state-

contingent claims is the greatest for every information event.

Proposition 4: Assume A.I to A.5, A.6b, A.7 and A.8. With endogenous

aggregate consumption as defined in A.6b and costless information acquisition,

the ex ante change in an investor's expected utility is
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a ) p o s i t i v e f o r i n s i d e r s , i . e . , A i _ > 0 , a n d
a i ci

b) greater for being one of the informed when all are informed than for

being an outsider, i.e., A i > A_i •
aia a I a

Proof: By using Eq. (11) with p = 0, it follows that

a) A i_ = F i_ + P i _ > 0 because Foi_ > 0 from Proposition 2,
3ia ai3 aia aia

and P i_ = p I > 0 from Lemmata 9 and 10; and
a | a ^|a '

b) A I - tL-\ = F I + P I - (F_| + P_, ) > 0 because F , =0,
a|a a|a a|a a|a v a|a a|a; a|a '

F | < 0 from Proposition 2, and P i - P_i > 0 from Lemma 10.***

With Proposition 4, Eq. (13) holds. This then gives

Theorem 4: Under the assumptions of Proposition 4, the decision to ac-

quire new information is stable.

With a positive price for new information, the information cost in general

will depend on all information events and the market forecast because these in-

fluence the coefficient of production change. Looking at the break-even infor-

mation prices for being an insider or not trading as an outsider, p° and p

respectively, such that A i (p=p°) = 0 and A i (p=p ) = A_i (p=p ), Lemma 11
3ia aia aia

follows from Eq. (11).

Lemma 11: Given the assumption set of Proposition 4, then

a) A oi_ £ 0 if and only if p £ p° with p° being determined by
a F " - po
F i_ + P |_ = -E f (e) ln ( 1 = = ) ;
a l a a l a e *- P 0 [1-da|7T < e > ] C ( 0 )

b) A I > A_i if and only if p < p*, with p* being determined by
a i a •— £i i a —

P *

- F_, + P | - P ,_ = -E f(e) ln ( 1 • = ).
a l a a l a a l a e ^ P ^ U - d i (e)]C(0)

0 a I a

Even with endogenous aggregate consumption, the upper bound for the in-

formation price given in Lemma 8 has to hold, for this is a necessary condition

for an equilibrium. Then it follows
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Proposition 5: Assume A.I to A.5, A.6b, A.7 and A.8. With endogenous

aggregate consumption and a positive information price, the ex ante change in

an investor's expected utility is

a) nonnegative for insiders, i.e., A i _ > 0,
a i a ™"

b) not smaller for being one of the informed when all are informed than

for being an outsider, i.e., A i 2 A-g-l •

Proof: Combine Lemmata 11 and 8, and use the logic of the proof of Proposition

3. ***

With Proposition 5 Eq. (13) holds. This yields

Theorem 5: Under the assumptions of Proposition 5 the decision to acquire

new information is stable.

From Theorems 2, 2' and 5 it is clear that if investors cannot coop-

erate, all will acquire the information, whether or not production decisions

are possible. The opportunity to optimize market consumption intertemporally

may change the price the information market can quote for information, but this

does not affect the investors' decision to acquire. The existence of produc-

tion shifts the bounds on the information price, leaving the decision

unchanged.

3.4 With production and cooperation

In Section 3.2 above we showed that investors had an incentive to cooper-

ate if the cost of cooperation was zero because by so doing they could drive

down the price the information seller could charge. However, in the absence

of production the upper bound on the information price was zero.

So far, cooperation has only involved undoing any redistribution of claims

arising from the forecast effect. With endogeneous aggregate consumption a

further aspect of cooperation arises, namely that investors may agree not to

act as free riders. We deal with each of these aspects in turn.
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3.4.1 Cooperation as a no redistribution contract only

Let us introduce production and omit (for the moment) the information

cost. Outsiders will only cooperate when the cooperation contract requires

that the undoing of the redistribution of consumption claims (induced by the

forecast effect), take place. Then, if this cooperation contract is possible:

A i_\ /P.i^\ / 0 \ / 0al a (20)

a|a I \ a|a

Therefore, every investor has an incentive, before information costs, to ac-

quire the information no matter whether other investors acquire or not, as

long as redistribution will be undone.

Now suppose that the information market wishes to charge a price equal to

the individual's expected "information gain", i.e., p = p' with p' being the

solution of Eq. (21):

P1
-Ee f(e) ln ( 1 - -q = )

a a

(21)

An information price of p' is impossible. Let us divide the investors into

two groups, j and k, and look at a representative investor in each group.

Table 2 shows the signs of each investor's ex ante change in expected utility

if p - p' > 0.

Table 2

a

a

a

(0,0)

e,->

a

(-.•)

(0,0)

This implies that nonacquisition of the information dominates acquisi-

tion. Thus with a cooperation contract that requires only that redistribution
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be undone, p = p' cannot be an equilibrium price because no investor will buy

at that price.

Lemma 12: Given the assumption set of Proposition 5 and costless cooper

ation with respect to the redistribution of claims. Then

a) A i_ > 0 if and only if p < p° being the solution of
3 1 3 " •"*

p°
-E f(e) ln ( 1 • = ) = P ,_ ;

P0 1tl-d a l_(e)]C(0)
 a l a

b) A I > A_̂ i if and only if p < p*, being the solution of
3 1 3 — 3 1 3 *~

p *

-E f(e) ln ( 1 : = ) = P , - P_, .
6 t l d ( ) ] C ( 0 ) a' a a' a

p

) ln ( 1 : = )
P0 tl"da|a(e)]C(0)

Theorem 6: Under the assumption set of Proposition 5 and costless cooper-

ation the decision to acquire new information is stable.

Proof: From Lemmata 9 and 10 we have that P .— and (P . - P—i ) are positive.
a|a a|a a|a

This implies a positive p° and p*. Then:

a). If p = 0, then with Lemma 12, Eq. (13) must hold.

b). If p > 0, then Lemma 8 must hold. Combining Lemmata 8 and 12,

Eq. (13) again holds. ***

With production and a no redistribution contract, investors will decide

to buy information which is costly to produce. The incentive, however, is the

utility gain from production, not the desire to avoid losses to others or to

gain from them. While the information market will share the gains from pro-

duction, it does not exhaust them (p<p'). If it were to attempt to do so,

every investor would have an incentive to be a free rider on the production

gain which results from the acquisition of new information by others. The

result would be that none would acquire.
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3.4.2 Cooperation as a no redistribution and no free riding contract

The extension of the cooperation contract to no free riding makes possible

an information price, and hence a shared cost of information in the interval

Min{p°,p \v>°tv } < p < p'. Because investors agree to undo the distribu-

tional consequences of free riding, there is no production gain from being an

outsider, nor an information cost in excess of the production gain to being an

insider. Thus Table 2 converges to Table 3 below, where clearly acquisition

dominates nonacquisition.

Table 3

\

a

a

k
a

(•••>

(0,0)

(0

(0

a

,0)

,0)

Note, agreeing to undo any redistribution of claims after trade is logically

equivalent to agreeing not to free ride before trade.

Lemma 13: Given the assumption set of Proposition 5 and costless cooper-

ation to exclude redistribution of claims and free riding. Then

{A
a ra~

0 and A i >
a a

} if and only if p<p'.

Lemma 14: 0 < c < pi implies p<p'.

The proofs of Lemmata 13 and 14 are obvious. It follows that Theorem 6

remains unchanged: the decision to acquire is stable. The only change which

has occurred is that now in the upper-bound on the information price is p'

instead of the lower one from Lemma 8. Therefore, the contractual exclusion

of free riding enables the information seller to produce information which

would otherwise not be acquired.
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4.0 Summary and conclusion

In this paper we have developed a model with an information market, and

investors who are homogeneous in their endowments, have logarithmic utility

functions, and use Bayes' rule in updating their prior probability beliefs

after acquiring new information. We employ a one-period model with informa-

tion acquisition being possible only before trading in securities occurs.

We examine the implications of the model under a variety of scenarios or-

ganized by exogenously or endogenously given aggregate consumption, costless or

costly information, and with or without the possibility of cooperation. In

all cases, as long as all investors would not be better off refusing to go to

the securities market, all will acquire information, provided the price the

information market charges is below endogenously determined upper bounds. In

general, these bounds are positive. Thus, a necessary condition for the exis-

tence of an information market, the presence of a demand for costly informa-

tion, is satisfied.

Because all investors acquire information and have the same information

processing abilities, when they begin with homogeneous prior probability

beliefs they also end with homogeneous posterior beliefs. Therefore, when

trading in claims opens, while trade may occur for other, unspecified reasons,

it will not be a consequence of heterogeneous beliefs.

One of the major implications of the model is that when information is

costly and aggregate consumption is given exogeneously, if investors cannot

cooperate to undo the redistribution of claims which would result from trading

with heterogeneous posterior beliefs, all will acquire the information. This

is despite the fact that all would be better off if no one acquired it. In

essence, all investors will prefer to lose wealth to the information market

when buying new information is less costly in terms of utility loss than being
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uninformed and losing in trade with informed investors, or not trading at all.

This result is consistent with the existence of brokerage houses and other

securities research sellers. These continue to sell their information to

investors despite the fact that each purchaser, knowing that a large number of

other investors have also purchased the same information, does not expect any

informational advantage.

This situation creates an incentive for investors to cooperate. If they

can do so, the model implies that they will be unwilling to pay anything for

information which could serve only to redistribute consumption claims on the

existing, exogeneously given aggregate consumption. We thus prove one of the

points Hirshleifer [1971] makes in his example. Our result is also consistent

with the evidence in Ball, Torous, and Tschoegl [1985]. These authors argue

that the common stockmarket convention of quoting prices in eigths is a way

for market participants cooperatively to avoid investing in very precisely

determining prices because the expected utility gain of increased precision is

zero before information costs. Furthermore, our results suggest the inter-

pretation of mandatory disclosure laws as a form of social cooperation in

reducing expenditure on information production (Diamond 1985).

When aggregate consumption is determined endogeneously, the model further

implies that even in the presence of costless cooperation, a positive price

for new information is possible. Thus the information market could exist, de-

pending on the cost of producing information. However, the maximum price it

can charge is such that even though all investors acquire information at that

price, the ex ante change in their utility is positive. Thus the information

market shares the gains from intertemporal optimization of aggregate consump-

tion, but does not exhaust them.
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Future extensions of the model might take several directions. One could

further loosen the assumption of homogeneous endowments, or explicitly model

the information sellers, and thus the supply of new information. This would

further enable one to derive implications for social welfare. Finally, it

would be interesting to permit heterogeneous posterior beliefs. All of these

possibilities, and others, remain subjects for further research.
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